
PÅL SCHAKONAT
GAME DESIGNER

As a Game designer I always put the player first. I rely on years of independent 
research in human psychology, 10+ game jams, coding in c++ and c#, level 
design and communication skills. I am technically oriented, build fast and test 
often. I value a friendly workplace where everyone is respected.

PROJECT COORDINATOR
NORDIC GAME CONFERENCE

2017, 2018
Game industry research, Matching publisher 
with developers, Coordination during the con-

ference

COMMUNICATOR
 FRIENDS OF THE EARTH

2014
Produced lecture martials about the environ-
ment for new Swedish citizens, Hold lecture in 

easily understandable Swedish. 

GAME DESIGN BLOG
A blog focused on the fundamental game 
design based on science from other fields

CERTIFIED E-SPORT JUDGE
I am the first batch of CeI am the first batch of Certified e-sport judge 
in Sweden. I judged starcraft 2 turnements 
like the Swedish E-sport cup, Dreamhack, 
World Championship Series Europe and 

more.

GAME DESIGN TALKS
I done two official talks with topics fI done two official talks with topics from my 

game design blog.

10+ GAME JAMS
I believe that game jams is one of the best 

way to learn the craft of making games and I 
try to visit as many as possible.  

THE GAME ASSEMBLY
LEVEL DESIGN 2017-2020
I hI have made 8 games with student built engines with 
agile scrum. As a designer we set up our own pipe-
line and request tools for the engine to suit the need 
of the games we made. Here I learn, not only to level 
design and game design, but also communicate that 
to the rest of the team. I had a seat in the institution-
al board. 

GOTLANDS UNIVERSITET
BACHELOR PROGRAMME IN GAME 
DESIGN AND PROGRAMMING 
2016-2017
I learned Game Design, I learned Game Design, research, coding in c++ and 
unity. The school had an entrepreneur focus where I 
learn to find our target audience for our school pro-
jects. I had a seat in the institutional board. 

GOTLANDS FOLKHÖGSKOLA
CREATIVE WRITING 2014-2015
Writing for drama, Three act structure and giving 
feedback to personal work. 

 

ERIK ROBERTSSON
NORDIC GAME RESOURCES AB
erik@nordicgame.comt
+46 708 15 64 45

 

+46732632905 
pal.schakonat@gmail.com

 
www.palschakonat.com
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